
common method used to address questions of hominin growth
has been the study of fossil teeth, with a modern human-like
sequence of dental development now regarded as one of the diag-
nostic hallmarks of our species (Dean et al. 2001). Microscopic
analysis of growth patterns in fossil teeth indicates that dental
development in lower Paleolithic hominins followed a chimpan-
zee-like timing. That is, childhood as a life stage was not present
before 1.5 mya. Crucially, evidence points to a lack of childhood
in hand axe–making erectus (Dean 2000; Dean et al. 2001). Con-
versely, and though a matter of ongoing debate (see Smith et al.
2010), rates of dental development found in fossilized Nean-
derthal teeth are suggestive of a childhood in this species
(Macchiarelli et al. 2006). This ties in with the emergence of
the Mousterian tool kit around 300,000 years ago that signified
an order-of-magnitude increase in technological complexity
that we have not looked back from.

Human offspring are confronted with a vast array of tools they
must learn to use. Childhood emerged at some point in our evol-
ution and provided time for the acquisition of the requisite skills
to do so, along with the emergence of the multifarious social and
cognitive advances that make us who we are. With childhood
there is no need to redefine tool, redefine Man, or accept chim-
panzees as humans. With childhood we became Homo faber
(Bergson 1911/1998).

What exists in the environment that motivates
the emergence, transmission, and
sophistication of tool use?
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Abstract: In his attempt to find cognitive traits that set humans apart
from nonhuman primates with respect to tool use, Vaesen overlooks
the primacy of the environment toward the use of which behavior
evolves. The occurrence of a particular behavior is a result of how that
behavior has evolved in a complex and changing environment selected
by a unique population.

In his target article, Vaesen attempts to find a set of intrinsic cog-
nitive traits, often described in terms of neurological structures,
that help explain the divergent paths with respect to tool use
taken by humans and non-human primates. The emphasis here
seems to be skewed in the direction of intrinsic traits at the
expense of ecological contexts. Yet, as Rosen (2000) pointed
out succinctly, a function of an organism can never be understood
in terms of its internal structure, because “a function requires an
external context; a structure does not” (p. 25). I do agree with
Vaesen that “no individual cognitive trait can be singled out as
the key trait differentiating humans from other animals” (sect.
1). However, it is not that multiple cognitive traits differentiate
humans from nonhuman primates, but that species are never
adequately differentiated by means of such essentialistic criteria
(Ghiselin 1974; Reed 1996).

The examples that illustrate the inadequacy of the assumption
of simple mapping between intrinsic traits and functional behav-
ior range from the convergence of nut-cracking behavior in
extant primate species, where both 45-kg chimpanzees (Pan tro-
glodytes) and 3-kg capuchin monkeys (Cebus libidinosus) use
stone hammers around 1 kg in mass (Haslam et al. 2009), to
upland geese with webbed feet that never go near the water.
The latter were observed by Darwin (1859), who remarked,

“habits have changed without a corresponding change of struc-
ture” (p. 186).

In human evolution, the time gap between the start of stone
flaking and the earliest Homo fossils suggests that earlier
hominin taxa (i.e., Australopithecus) could be the makers of
the earliest stone tools (McPherron et al. 2010; Plummer
2004), whose relative brain sizes appear to be roughly equival-
ent to those of the extant great apes (Asfaw et al. 1999;
Kappelman 1996). Recent discovery of 1.76-million-year-old
early Acheulean tools, which pre-date the oldest known out-
of-Africa hominin sites with no such artifacts, provides evidence
that at least two contemporaneous hominin groups coexisted in
Africa at that time: one with early Acheulean technology who
remained in Africa and the other without such technology
who developed strategies for dispersion into Eurasia (Lepre
et al. 2011). Whether this indicates the cultural disparity
within species or the existence of separate species is
unknown, but I seriously doubt that such division can be
caused by the preceding changes in their “cognitive” capacities
alone.

Today, there is increasing evidence to suggest that changes in
behavior that establish a new environmental relationship often
antedate genetic, physiological, or morphological changes; and
behavior is viewed as one of the leading edges of evolution,
rather than simply the end product of it (Gottlieb 2002; Plotkin
1988). The recurrence of new environmental relationships may
influence the selection pressures on species, favoring individuals
with phenotypes that match the usage of novel behavioral
resources of the environment (Lewontin 2001; Odling-Smee
et al. 2003). A consensus among researchers holds that novel be-
havioral shifts associated with the discovery of conchoı̈dal frac-
ture, which allowed for meat and marrow procurement by
means of sharp-edged tools, played instrumental selective roles
during human evolution (Asfaw et al. 1999; Bril et al. 2010;
Isaac 1976; McPherron et al. 2010; Roche 2005; Semaw et al.
1997; Stout et al. 2010).

Our own experimental study on this particular way of exploit-
ing behavioral resources in the environment – the control of con-
choı̈dal fracture in flaking through direct hard-hammer
percussion – revealed the necessity of considerable amount of
experience in predicting and controlling the consequence of a
strike given to a core (Nonaka et al. 2010). This requires
seeking out the relevant features in the surface structure of the
core that reflect the constraints of conchoı̈dal fracture. Specifi-
cally, modern experienced stone knappers have discovered a
regularity that exists in the relationship between the observable
layout of surfaces of the core, size of a detachable flake, and
threshold of kinetic energy required to initiate the fracture,
which was demonstrated by the selection of striking location
and the control of movement. Essential to the acquisition of
this kind of skill is the firsthand experience to explore the prop-
erties of a core and a hammer stone. We suggested that the evi-
dence of precise control of conchoı̈dal fracture in the Early Stone
Age records (e.g., Delanges & Roche 2005) may be indicative of
the recurrence of a situation in which juveniles are provided with
the experience of rediscovering important affordances of the
environment directly, by looking at the surface of the core and
wielding the hammer stone.

Vaesen does rightly emphasize the role of social learning in
human technological accumulation. However, what exists in the
environment (outside of the head) that “motivates” the accumu-
lation of knowledge across generations is largely left out of his
account. Among the nut-cracking populations of wild chimpan-
zees, for example, the same stone tools have been re-used over
successive generations (S. Hirata and S. Carvalho personal com-
munication). Capuchins are known to accumulate stones that are
appropriate for the nut-cracking task at sites with appropriate
anvils, the remains of which may last for millennia (Visalberghi
et al. 2007). In such cases, not only the ecological “givens” but
also the ecological “takings” and “makings” make up the facts
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of the physical world that surrounds evolving populations of
animals (Reed 1996). These facts of the environment are no
less biological and no more cultural than neurological structures
and genes are, which are equally incorporated into, and thereby
contribute to, the furtherance of various biological processes of
animals.

What makes a particular behavior such as tool use occur as it
does is a result of how that behavior has evolved in the environ-
ment, selected and modified by a unique population (Gibson
1986; Reed 1985). Given the primacy of the environment into
which animals are born toward the use of which behavior
evolves, I would welcome Vaesen’s making a connection
between his ideas and the following question: What exists in
the environment that motivates the emergence, transmission,
and sophistication of tool use?

An area specifically devoted to tool use
in human left inferior parietal lobule
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Abstract: A comparative fMRI study by Peeters et al. (2009) provided
evidence that a specific sector of left inferior parietal lobule is devoted
to tool use in humans, but not in monkeys. We propose that this area
represents the neural substrate of the human capacity to understand
tool use by using causal reasoning.

Vaesen lists nine cognitive capacities crucial to tool use in
humans and discusses to what extent they are also present in
the great apes. One of these capacities is causal reasoning,
which, as stressed by Vaesen, does not simply involve noticing
the covariance between a cause and an effect, but also allows sub-
jects to infer a mechanism relating the two. The author concludes
that current evidence suggests that this capacity is present in apes
only to a modest degree. He does not indicate, however, any
possible anatomical basis for this cognitive difference between
apes and humans.

Recently, Peeters et al. (2009) examined the neural basis of
tool use in human and non-human primates (rhesus monkeys).
In a comparative fMRI study, they scanned human volunteers
and untrained monkeys, as well as monkeys trained to use
tools, while they observed hand actions and actions performed
using tools. In both species, presentation of an action activated
occipito-temporal, intraparietal, and ventral premotor cortex
bilaterally. In humans, however, the observation of an action per-
formed with tools yielded an additional, specific activation of a
rostral sector of the left inferior parietal lobule, referred to as
the anterior supramarginal gyrus (aSMG) tool use region. They
proposed that this region, unique to humans, underlies a specific
way of understanding tool actions based on the appreciation of
the causal relationship between the intended use of the tool
and the result obtained by using it.

That monkey parietal cortex contains only the biological hand-
action observation areas need not imply that these areas cannot
be modified by the training to use tools, as has been documented
by Iriki et al. (1996). However, the fact that monkeys learned to
use simple tools does not necessarily imply an understanding of
the abstract relationship between tools and the goal that can be
achieved by using them. The tool used, for example, the rake,
might simply become, with training, a prolongation of the arm,
as shown by the response properties of neurons recorded in
the medial wall of the intraparietal sulcus.

The human aSMG region was discovered by an interaction
analysis subtracting out static shape differences between the
tool-use and hand-action videos. This suggests that the human
area uses differences in kinematics to distinguish tool actions
from biological actions. This links nicely with another species
difference that has been discovered by Orban et al. (2006): The
human parietal cortex is much more sensitive to visual motion
than is its monkey counterpart. Some of these motion-sensitive
areas, such as dorsal intraparietal sulcus anterior (DIPSA), are
very close to the tool area, providing, possibly, an anatomical
link with aSMG. Thus, human parietal cortex is not simply
more sensitive to three-dimensional form from motion (Vanduffel
et al. 2002), providing more sophisticated higher-order visual
analysis capacities for guiding tool action; this cortex is also
more sensitive to lower-order motion, providing the kinematics
signals for the aSMG region.

Two further implications of the aSMG discovery are relevant to
the present discussion. First, as commented upon by Peeters et al.
(2009), the grouping of tool-related neurons in the aSMG might
dramatically increase the computational power of this neuronal
population. Interestingly, Vaesen discusses how causal reasoning,
which we propose to be implemented in the aSMG, may be instru-
mental in the development of technology by increasing the cost-
effectiveness of individual learning strategies. As mentioned
above, the grouping of tool-related neurons is lacking in
monkeys. However, these neurons might be scattered throughout
the biological hand-action observation circuit and, therefore,
remained unnoticed in the MR scanner. To what extent the group-
ing may already be present in great apes remains a topic for further
experimentation. The existence, however, of such an embryonic
grouping, if present, could explain some of the rudimentary cogni-
tive abilities related to tool use in apes.

Second, the human aSMG area corresponds to regions where
MR responses have been measured during pantomiming and
imagining tool use (see Lewis 2006 for review). Hence, the
human aSMG region is involved in both the observation of tool
actions and their planning. It is, therefore, conceivable that it
houses neurons with mirror-neuron–like properties (Rizzolatti
& Craighero 2004) that allow for both tool use and tool-use
understanding. This may support tool imitation and learning by
imitation. A word of caution is of course needed, as the presence
of mirror neurons has yet to be demonstrated in aSMG, and their
presence is a necessary but not sufficient condition for imitation
to develop.

In conclusion, with the proviso that Peeters et al. (2009)
studied rhesus monkeys and not great apes, their findings are
in striking agreement with the review of Vaesen and provide a
neuronal basis for species differences in eye-hand coordination
and in causal reasoning related to tool use.

Foresight, function representation, and social
intelligence in the great apes
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Abstract: We find problems with Vaesen’s treatment of the
primatological research, in particular his analysis of foresight, function
representation, and social intelligence. We argue that his criticism of
research on foresight in great apes is misguided. His claim that
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